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Abstract 
Th e hypothesis of  the article is  that the basic administrative paradigms (Weberian and 

neo-Weberian; NPM; New Public Governance) are not capable of providing tools and proce-
dures (sets of  administrative mechanisms, attributed to  the basic administrative paradigms) 
for  governance which are suitable for overcoming the global administrative crisis. Th e argu-
ments in support of this hypothesis are outlined according to an analysis of scenarios of using 
such administrative mechanisms under the conditions of administrative crisis: (a) to use each 
set of  administrative mechanism (or to  limit their usage through some “good mechanisms”) 
in  the practice of  governance despite their attribution to  diff erent basic administrative para-
digms; (b) to select the “best” basic administrative paradigm and to only follow this particular 
vision with recommendations on how to shape the administration and its work.

In the final part of the article the possible principles of a new administrative paradigm 
that could be  relevant to  the fast-changing contemporary situation and current instability 
are discussed.
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General Introduction into the Subject 
(administrative crisis and administrative paradigms)

As this article is the second in a series of research papers dedicated to the 
author’s discovery of a new Eff ective State paradigm (see the fi rst article: Baraba-
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shev, 2016), I would like to start with a brief introductory description, mainly for 
English speaking readers, of the approach and ideas described in the fi rst article 
that are used as the foundation for the present research.

Recently, we have witnessed, worldwide, the escalating appearance of dif-
ferent local complexes of  innovations which combine scientific, technologi-
cal, economic, and social entities. Such complexes are increasingly influenc-
ing countries’ development. States all over the contemporary world need the 
creation of new approaches to management in the new, rapidly changing con-
ditions of  innovative turmoil. This means that instead of  the globalization 
of  governance based on  multinational agreements and on  the coordination 
of hierarchical stability, a new governance reality affects every country, with-
out exclusion, in  terms of conditions of  instability and uncertainty. The last 
decade has clearly shown that administrative tools and procedures of govern-
ance (so-called administrative mechanisms) should be heavily and repeatedly 
re-shaped and modernized. 

Th e administrative crisis that is  a  consequence of  misbalances produced 
by innovative development highlights the incapability of national governments 
to  react properly to new kinds of  challenges. Mistrust in governments, a  lack 
of many globalist initiatives, economic volatility, the appearance of numerous 
international confl icts, and the attempts of many countries “to fi nd their own 
way” are all based on  governments losing their grip through their resistance 
to address administrative crisis. 

On the level of  public administration theory, as  described in  the first 
article, all three basic administrative paradigms, namely, Weberian and neo-
Weberian (the latter is consistent with the Weberian approach, because both 
are interpreting state and bureaucracy as a subject), the New Public Manage-
ment paradigm (with its interpretation of state and bureaucracy as a set of ad-
ministrative service functions), and the New Public Governance paradigm 
(which describes the state and civil service as a network of relations with civil 
society), produce chains of theories and models that purport to elaborate the 
administrative mechanisms capable of overcoming the recent administrative 
crisis in  the best way. Again, such theories and models respond differently 
to the modern administrative crisis, which consists of a sequence of rapid and 
uneven innovative challenges that are impossible to reject and quite difficult 
to accept.

In order to briefly describe the essence of the basic administrative para-
digm approaches to solving the contemporary administrative crisis, it is impor-
tant to note that these approaches are rather different. The Weberian paradigm 
proposes administrative mechanisms to reconstruct the system of government 
bodies based on the explication and division of their responsibilities, and to in-
crease the professional competences of public servants according to their spe-
cifics. The Neo-Weberian approach stresses the idea that the ethical essence 
of professional behavior and the motivation to serve people should be placed 
at  the center of  efforts to  make governance better. NPM  reacts to  the crisis 
with two sorts of proposals: first, from an external perspective, how to specify 
the functions of government bodies, paying attention mainly to the regulation 
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(improvement of services delivery), and to control the strengthening of func-
tions, including relations with civil society, and how to  outsource functions 
from the public sector to the private sector. Secondly, from an internal point 
of view, for public service, NPM proposed mechanisms on how to downsize 
staff on the basis of its KPI, to reduce the transaction costs of state manage-
ment. Finally, Good Governance, or  New Public Governance, as  it is  some-
times called, is a paradigm which made advances in increasing the openness 
and transparency of governments, and on the co-productive relations between 
the government and its citizens (Bingham, Nabatchi & O’Leary, 2005; Hinţea, 
Profiroiu & Tţiclău, 2015).

Th e introduction to the research questions 
(Th e divergence of the best governance practices 
are far beyond the existing basic administrative paradigms) 

Th e potential of the existing administrative paradigms is evident in its reac-
tion to the current administrative crisis. Recently, as an expert group member 
of  the Russian Labor and Social Protection Ministry (ML), I had the chance 
to see the public authorities’ work. Due to the need for the elaboration of ad-
ministrative mechanisms that are suitable for the rapidly changing conditions 
of governance in our country, in circumstances of full-scale economic (and not 
only economic) turbulence, the ML, which is responsible for civil service man-
agement, announced a national competition among the government and mu-
nicipal bodies. Th e call for an annual competition, now entering its third year 
(ML of Russia, competitions, 2016), solicits best practices in governance from 
state entities in the areas of human resource management, including the search 
for and selection of  personnel, qualifi cation requirements, professional adap-
tation, professional development, motivation and remuneration, professional 
culture, anti-corruption techniques, rotation and transfer to other positions, at-
testation and qualifi ed exams, personnel reserves, information technology for 
HR management, and other topics formulated by the applicants (entities) them-
selves. Two cycles of the competition were resulted through the decisions of the 
expert group regarding which practices are best, and whether they can be repli-
cated by other bodies. 

At the time of the evaluations it was impossible to recognize any anoma-
lies in the results, especially at the second competition cycle (2015) when over 
200 applications from governmental bodies were received. Over time, how-
ever, I have recognized that almost all of the selected best practices have some 
remarkable features. In the 2015 competition we found several unusual aspects 
(the best practices are presented in  their entirety at  the: ML of  Russia, best 
practices, 2016):
(1) All of the best practices are connected with dramatic cuts in fi nancing;
(2) Most applications were dedicated to  non-standard procedures involving 

how to  fi nd (select) the appropriate personnel capable of  fi nding fl exible 
solutions to problems. Such practices were much appreciated. Th ey are not 
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intended to improve the legislation, but rather to fi nd mechanisms for the 
implementation of norms;

(3) Second in number were those best practices showing how to develop the 
abilities of  personnel in  order to  adapt to  rapidly changing conditions 
of governance, including the ability to undertake continuous education and 
self-development; 

(4) Th ird in number were best practices on how to evaluate the fi nal outcomes 
(not outputs) of civil servant activity beyond the existing KPIs; 

(5) At the core of almost all the best practices was a strategy of working with 
personnel, along with the evaluation of  the quality of  personnel based 
on the results of the strateg implementation;

(6) To sum up, the administrative mechanisms proposed by government bodies 
were heterogeneous and in some signifi cant ways went far beyond the tools 
and procedures proposed by  the basic administrative paradigms. Great 
dissatisfaction with governmental and municipal bodies about “standard” 
mechanisms is clearly evident. 
Remarkably, almost the same situation regarding the variety of  practices 

beyond the NPM framework is mentioned in the workings of other EU coun-
tries’ governments (De Vries, Nemec, 2013). Heterogeneity of contexts and tools 
for strategic planning strongly requires fl exibility and a  willingness to  learn 
throughout the process (Bryson, 2004) is  seen at  the local departmental level 
in the USA (Edvards, 2012). We can conclude that the present practices of gov-
ernance should be understood from the position of existing basic administrative 
paradigms: if these paradigms are capable of providing practices of governance 
with “one-size-fi ts-all” tools or not.

Th e research questions (about which administrative 
mechanisms are better for governance in the current 
administrative crisis)

Due to  the difference in  the basic paradigms’ “recipes for practitioners” 
it  is necessary to  answer the questions: “Which administrative mechanisms 
are better to  select for the elimination of  the governance shortcomings at  the 
time of an administrative crisis, and why?”. Some questions on the usage of the 
administrative mechanism should be asked, starting with the simplest and then 
proceeding to the more complicated and theoretically stronger: 

Question 1. Is it possible to follow the easiest managerial decision for the con-
temporary practice of  governance: to  accept all the administrative mechanisms 
from diff erent administrative paradigms simultaneously, without paying attention 
to  the theoretical heterogeneity of  the proposed instruments? Actually, govern-
ments are mostly used to this way of acting (Pollitt, Bouckaert, 2011). However, 
the problem of accepting the results of such a “theoretically omnivorous” approach 
is vital: an eclectic application of the mechanisms from diff erent theories in prac-
tice, despite their controversial background and disagreements, could entail nega-
tive consequences. My hypothesis is that this can’t be a proper decision, because 
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theoretical unscrupulousness makes the practice of governance weaker, especially 
under conditions of crisis, when the cost of administrative mistakes is much higher. 

Question 2. A more advanced question: is it possible to select the best mech-
anisms elaborated in diff erent paradigms and to only use the good procedures 
and tools despite the diff erences in their theoretical roots? For NPM and Good 
Governance, as an example, M. De Vries and J. Nemec outlined, that “Nonethe-
less, many NMP based tools and instruments are still being used and optimized 
in  order to  support the process of  improvement. Internally, governments are 
still trying to optimize their internal work. Externally, a shift  from emphasizing 
minimal government (NPM) into trends toward good governance is indeed vis-
ible” (De Vries, Nemec, 2013, p. 13). To generalize and re-formulate the ques-
tion of selective usage: what are the comparative shortcomings of the theories 
and approaches developed within the framework of  the main administrative 
paradigms of public administration? Which administrative mechanisms should 
be neglected, and which are better kept in  the managerial arsenal? To answer 
these questions it  is necessary to  take into account both the theoretical argu-
ments (requirements for completeness, and the theoretical justifi cation of ad-
ministrative mechanisms), and the disadvantages associated with the practical 
solutions proposed by such administrative mechanisms. Th e hypothesis of se-
lecting and simultaneously using essentially the best administrative mechanisms 
from diff erent paradigms is impossible here because of the strict contradictions 
in the organizational implementation of such heterogeneous mechanisms. 

Question 3. Th e last and “strongest question” is about the possibility of select-
ing only those mechanisms that belong to an exclusively administrative paradigm. 
For example, the neo-Weberian paradigm as  the best option was strongly sup-
ported by (Drechsler, 2005a). Th e question is, which paradigm is best (or most 
suitable) in a practical sense, to choose for the purposes to overcome the present 
administrative crisis? My thesis here is also negative: to select the best paradigm 
from the existing list is  impossible. All of  the basic administrative paradigms 
at present fail principally because they can’t lead to success toward eliminating the 
administrative crisis. Moreover, if one pretends to fi nd solutions using only the 
limited, existing basic administrative paradigms’ approaches, it will lead toward 
the multiplication of the contemporary problems of governance.

Question 4. Finally, as the last variant of the research question, I would like 
to ask whether it is possible to fi nd a new administrative paradigm, which will 
be relevant in its administrative mechanisms to a proper reaction to the crisis 
of contemporary governance. Th e thesis (hypothesis) of  the article is  that this 
is the only way out of the present administrative crisis. Hence, future research 
should be committed to the discovery of principles and administrative mecha-
nisms for this hypothetical new paradigm. 

Review of approaches (literature) 

Discussions on which kind of governance is needed to overcome the cur-
rent crisis are mainly concentrated around the external context of governance, 
its public nature. Th e reasons for paying so much attention to the external context 
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of governance are simple: governments fi rst of all are ineffi  cient in their relations 
with citizens. As G. Peters wrote, “the most fundamental paradox has been that 
while along many dimensions public administration has improved much of its 
internal performance, it is currently regarded publicity as even more ineffi  cient 
and ineff ective than ever” (Peters, 2013, p. 315). In addition, it is a deep convic-
tion of many researchers that to improve governance, one must change the po-
litical and cultural context, not the internal administrative mechanisms, which 
are secondary and dependent of  the context. Th e signifi cance of  the external 
context for the improvement of governance is expressed clearly by V. Junjan and 
R. Torenvleid (Junjan & Torenvleid, 2016). Th ey stressed that “Public manage-
ment reforms (but also public management research on reforms) have put too 
much emphasis on government control and not enough emphasis on democrat-
ic responsiveness. In Central and Eastern European countries (CEECs), these 
imbalances have led to unsustainable reforms, harming the quality of public ser-
vice delivery and also political stability” (Ibid, p. 321).

In the EU case, the problems of  migration, of  political authoritarianism, 
of Brexit, of the concentration of decision-making at the level of the European 
Commission, and of the rising indebtedness, have been the most signifi cant is-
sues for governance in recent years1. For China, the one-partisan (in essence) 
political system and existing (to this day) ideology of communism are estimated 
both as the foundation of social stability, and as the blocking of the route to ad-
ministrative reform. 

Th e neo-institutional approach gives a  good insight into a  better under-
standing of  the external approach toward changes in  public administration 
(Kuhlmann, Wollmann, 2014, p. 44–47). In Russia, several researchers also 
trace the fundamental problems of governance toward neo-institutional pecu-
liarities of  a political system. Neopatrimonialism and cynical behavior of  the 
Russian elite is the main barrier to administrative reform (Gelman, 2015, p. 7). 
Transitional state crisis related to the indefi niteness of all social processes in the 
country, which is completely applicable to Russia, is embodied in malfunctions 
of governance, in tensions within the Russian power institutional design (weak 
legitimacy of governance, and, as result the orientation of governance not to ef-
fectiveness, but to social fairness and to justifi cation; and weak coordination and 
accountability of bureaucracy (Kupriashin, 2015, p. 5).

However, despite the extrinsic (external) approach toward governance re-
shaping in the conditions of crisis prevailing, the intrinsic (internal) approach 
to overcoming administrative crisis also exists. Its position is that no progress 
in  governance is  possible unless appropriate administrative mechanisms are 
elaborated. Moreover, small technical steps in providing progress in administra-
tive mechanisms of governance (the so-called, “theory of small deeds”) are more 
fruitful than any institutional transformations. Th is position clearly contradicts 
to  already cited thesis that the administrative mechanisms elaboration is  sec-
ondary in overcoming a governance crisis. 

1 Th is was M. Potucek’s recent discussant thesis at the Annual Meeting of the International Network for 
Social Policy Research and Teaching, Milano, October 23–25, 2016.
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Internal (intrinsic) re-shaping of governance connects progress in govern-
ance with the possibility of existing administrative paradigms to be functional 
and deliver results. Th e internal position is embodied in three diff erent variants 
that are discussed in the course of administrative reform implementation: 
1) Th e transition from NPM paradigm (“audeau, consumers epoch”). Th e idea 

is to dismiss NPM tools as outdated at the time of crisis, or to use them to-
gether with other tools beyond NPM (Christensen and Lægreid, 2007). A re-
view of  this position and related sources, traced by  researchers (De Vries, 
Nemec, 2013) back to 1988, and which have become the “motto” today, is re-
sumed by them in the words about present changes in the usage of NPM ad-
ministrative mechanisms: “Common paradigm (NPM – A.B.) shift s are also 
visible from emphasizing a short term goal achievement to stressing the need 
to address long term eff ectiveness; from an emphasis on effi  ciency to stress-
ing eff ectiveness; from emphasizing outputs to outcomes; from input (what 
is put in) to thinking process (how to do it), et cetera” (ibid., p. 8). 

2) Th e transition toward a  neo-Weberian paradigm (“vivat, ethical state”). 
Th e roots of this position are embedded in understanding that administra-
tive technique without refl exive behavior has become a kitsch which “can 
be  pre-digested, prepackaged, and sold as  a largely unproblematic activ-
ity with a barely disguised “how-to” training guide intends” (Samier, 2005, 
p.  39). Of course, the refl exive position means that we  recognize critical 
thinking and behavior as ethical categories that give soul to the administra-
tive procedure. As Samier wrote “what does it mean to BE an administrator, 
beyond and underlying the professional duties and technical skills formally 
prescribed”? (ibid, p. 18). It gives a new birth to  the Weberian paradigm 
as reincarnated into a neo-Weberian ethical shape. 

3) Th e transition toward Good Governance (New Public Governance) para-
digm (“welcome, shared governance”). The administrative mechanisms 
guided by  bureaucracy should be  replaced by  mechanisms, where deci-
sion-making is attributed to the participation of civil society. “Th is mod-
el emphasizes relationships between the population, public servants, and 
other actors (for example nonprofi t organizations), and the organizational 
landscape is characterized by networks, inter-organizational relationships, 
and multi-actor policy-making” (cited from: Sicilia, Guarini, Sancino, An-
dreani, Ruffi  ni, 2016, p. 11), Th e co-production of public services as volun-
tary eff orts by individuals and groups to enhance the quality of services they 
use has become the focal point of new public governance (Brandsen, Pest-
off , Verschuere, 2012), with the outsourcing of some administrative func-
tions (Obolonsky, Barabashev, 2014). Th e idea of  NPM, that the govern-
ment should be oriented towards market and business, is replaced by the 
idea that the population should be a co-producer of a new public value.

Study of the research questions 

To answer the research questions raised in the previous section of the arti-
cle, I would point out that it is not proof in a strong (G.W. Leibniz) sense. Rather, 
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it is a reasonable argumentation in support of my position, because the subject 
of research lies in the fi eld of the theory of public administration, and all ration-
ale here is also theoretic: it is reasoning, not calculations.

Reasoning on question 1 (to accept all administrative mechanisms from dif-
ferent administrative paradigms simultaneously)

Let us consider higher administrative personnel management. What might 
the consequences of  simultaneous usage of  managerial mechanisms produced 
by diff erent administrative paradigms be? Th is has already been done in Russia, 
and the results can be evaluated as a negative experience. 

To describe the sets of diff erent mechanisms, the management of higher per-
sonnel can be founded on: 
(1) A meritocratic approach toward selection and promotions to  higher po-

sitions (not for political nominees). It is  the Weberian paradigm tool kit, 
based on the evaluation of the level of professional competencies, on resume 
analysis (professional education and experience), on the testing of profes-
sional skills and abilities to  solve the problems, on  participation in  edu-
cational and training programs. Such an approach is most eff ective in the 
case of establishing a unifi ed government structure that has the authority 
to guide the selection and nomination of cadres to positions, the promotion 
of higher administrative personnel. It should be more or less similar to the 
functions of  Offi  ce of  Personnel Management in  the USA (Wyen, Beeck, 
Hondeghem, 2013; Mann, 2009; Lobanov, 2006). As for Russia, we can see 
some elements of such an approach in the merit procedures of recruitment 
and promotion, of  cadres’ reserves, that are fi xed in Russian civil service 
legislation and currently supported by ML.

(2) Another approach toward working with higher administrative personnel 
can be seen in the NPM paradigm that proposes other kinds of administra-
tive tools. Here the accent is fi xed on the evaluation of services eff ectiveness. 
It is the mechanisms of processes eff ectiveness evaluation (via administrative 
regulation of services, so-called “administrative reglaments”, and job descrip-
tions scrupulous implementation). Citizens, as consumers of public services, 
are given evaluations priority. Higher administrative personnel should pos-
sess full responsibility for the quality of services, and weak indicators should 
lead toward administrative penalties for state managers. Th e ML of Russia 
has elaborated some methodic recommendations for governmental bodies 
on how to evaluate administrative personnel this way (ML of Russia, evalu-
ation procedures, 2016). Recent transformation of the NPM administrative 
mechanisms for higher administrative personnel performance measurement 
have led toward new accents on the evaluation of the strategic activity and the 
achievement of objectives (Bozhya-Volya, 2009; Rato, Baptista, Ferraz, Rodri-
gues, 2008); toward the evaluation of fl exibility in goals and task setting, and 
in the achievement of targeted results (Bouckaert, Halligan, 2007). As a con-
sequence, in the context of NPM administrative mechanisms, higher admin-
istrative personnel should be  in disposal of  relevant administrative bodies, 
and there is no need in a unifi ed center (as OPM in the USA), because neither 
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professional competencies, nor continuous educational programs are critical 
for promotions based on  specifi c services delivery, its strategy elaboration 
and implementation.

(3) Th e “Open Government” approach that is referred to in New Public Gov-
ernance administrative mechanisms is the willingness of top civil servants 
to work in close contact with NGOs and citizens, to share decision-making 
responsibilities, to accept volunteer assistance, and to become moderators 
and executors (directors) of publicly produced decisions (Sicilia, Guarini, 
Sancino, Andreani, Ruffi  ni, 2016), and bearers of a new type of adminis-
trative culture of  co-production (Alford, 2009). Th e “mediagenic”, public 
credibility and charisma, ability to listen to people, to change one’s position 
and to  lead  – these are the remarkable features of  higher administrative 
personnel. Such features either exist “naturally”, or  are originally absent. 
It  is possible to improve or to weaken them due to inappropriate actions, 
but not to create them “from zero”. Which is why entering the “administra-
tive elite” outside is possible, and procedures such as  standard education 
training, selection by merit, or by the eff ectiveness of services delivery are 
not suffi  cient here. Also, such charismatic leaders are quite diffi  cult to fi re 
from their positions because of  their publicity and peoples’ support. Any 
personnel managerial structure, or  structures, is  not capable of  growing 
such leaders, it is a phenomenon of appearance, that they come and become 
those who they are.
Is it wise to blend all three sets of administrative mechanisms described above, 

to work with higher administrative personnel? In Russia, such an eclectic attempt 
is under implementation right now. Hence, we receive such unpleasant results as:
– Th e programs of training and continuous education for higher personnel that 

are made “for show”, formally, and their results are not considered to be a rea-
son for promotion;

– Personnel management bodies are not unifi ed, and their responsibilities 
are intersects (Russia has at least three competing structures- inside the ML 
of Russia, in the Administration of the President of Russia, and in the Appara-
tus of the Government of Russia), plus the HR unit also has such responsibili-
ties in each governmental body;

– Cadres’ priorities are unclearly articulated.
Th e crucial questions here are: How to  work with top administrative per-

sonnel? Who should be promoted, and why? Which structure will be responsible 
for top administrative offi  cials, their selection, training, and promotion? Diff er-
ent paradigms answer those questions controversially, and it shows that, at least 
in Russia, in this particular case, the eclectic consumption of tools from all of the 
basic administrative paradigms fails. It is remarkable that we can fi nd the same 
conclusion following on  from other arguments. To argue the transition from 
NPM to  neo-Weberian paradigm in  Central and Eastern European countries, 
W. Drechsler writes “Yet, with systems as heterogeneous as NPM and “Weberian” 
PA, most elements are not functional outside of  their context, and might even 
destroy the mechanics of another system. Too much fl exibility in a merit system, 
for instance, ruins its advantages” (Drechsler, 2005 b, p. 102). 
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Th e results of the analysis can be presented as a diagram (Diagram ):

Th e diagram express the contradictions in administrative mechanisms pro-
posed by the basic administrative paradigms. Actually, the diff erence of 3 types 
of selection and promotion shows that to combine them is impossible.

Reasoning on question 2 (to select practically best mechanisms elaborated 
in diff erent paradigms)

To select some optional (“best”) administrative tools and procedures from 
basic administrative paradigms, and to combine them, we need to compare theo-
retical and practical disadvantages of  the administrative mechanisms. Th e idea 
is to reject the administrative mechanisms that show signifi cant obstacles for their 
usage in the administrative crisis conditions. It is better to demonstrate such dis-
advantages in the form of a table (Table).

Table 
Disadvantages of administrative mechanisms proposed 

by basic administrative paradigms 

Paradigm Basic theoretical 
principles 

Th eoretical 
disadvantages Practical disadvantages 

Ideal Weberian state / Meritocracy
Neo-Weberian state / Ethical meritocracy

Structural ideal state Formation 
of responsible 
state as procedures 
for specifi cation 
of the structure 
and responsibilities 
of governmental 
bodies 

Th e structure 
of governmental 
bodies cannot be fi xed 
forever, it is fl exible

Structural reforms 
of government are 
not relevant to the 
administrative crisis; they 
become outdated too fast. 
Additionally, the structural 
reforms lead toward 
temporary disorganization 
of governance (for up to 
a one year period, as it was 
in Russia in 2004) 

Effectiveness

Competencies Motivation
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Paradigm Basic theoretical 
principles 

Th eoretical 
disadvantages Practical disadvantages 

Ethical meritocracy Formation 
of professional ethics 
of civil service – 
creation of the 
ethical infrastructure 
of governance 

Professional ethics 
is not separate from 
general ethics, it is 
culturally and socially 
dependent 

Unimpeachable 
professional ethical 
behavior cannot, by itself, 
replace the correct and 
fast reaction on innovative 
changes (phenomena 
of ethical, but not eff ective 
actions) 

Motivational 
meritocracy

Improving motivation 
of civil servants toward 
PSM

Public interests 
are impossible 
to determine without 
contradictions 

Motivation is oriented 
to the stable system 
of values, but due 
to innovative processes, 
the goals and conditions 
of governance are 
changing, and it is 
followed by rapid changing 
of priorities and of values 

Competencies based 
meritocracy

Improvement 
of professional 
competencies 
of civil servants 
and elaboration 
of the qualifi cation 
requirements for job 
positions 

Professional 
competencies 
is hard to determine, 
the professional 
qualifi cations 
requirements are 
too general and 
conditional 

At contemporary 
administrative crisis, 
all professional 
competencies are dynamic, 
and they became outdated 
rapidly 

NPM / eff ective bureaucracy

State of services Regulation of the 
functionality 
of governmental 
bodies and elaboration 
of regulatory acts for 
services delivery 

Administrative 
regulation of services 
delivery does not 
embrace all functions 
of governmental 
bodies. Also, the 
complete detailed, 
taking into account all 
cases of administrative 
regulation of services 
is impossible 

Th e process 
of administrative 
regulation slows decision-
making. Otherwise, 
the crisis requires fast 
and fl exible mechanisms 
of responsiveness 

Regulatory state 
(oversight) and 
regulatory impact 
assessment 

Elaboration of the 
procedures that can 
improve an eff ective 
oversight, such 
as inspections, 
checklists, etc, and 
to prevent ? unjustifi ed 
regulation

Oversight functions 
are growing 
as metastases. 
Additional corruption 
risks do exist. Also, the 
measures of oversight 
are principally 
incomplete

Transaction costs 
of oversight are increased 
at crisis conditions, 
because the oversight 
procedures are too 
awkward 

Processes: Eff ective 
bureaucracy (KPI 
and BSC eff ectiveness 
of civil servants)

Elaboration and 
improvement of the 
tools for evaluation 
of processes of activity 
of civil servants 

Outcomes evaluation 
is replaced by outputs 
and by processes 
eff ectiveness 
evaluation, it distorts 
the understanding 
of which professional 
activity is successful 

Working not for real 
eff ects, but on “indicators” 
is dangerous. Also, the 
initiative of civil servants 
is oppressed by the 
introduction of such 
indicators 
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Paradigm Basic theoretical 
principles 

Th eoretical 
disadvantages Practical disadvantages 

Strategic and 
planning eff ectiveness 
of bureaucracy 

Elaboration of the 
instruments for 
evaluation of strategic 
eff ectiveness, including 
SMART and PEST 
analysis. Elaboration 
of the instruments for 
evaluation of the plans 
of professional activity 

Strategic eff ectiveness 
cannot possibly 
be introduced, 
undoubtedly because 
the strategy is just 
an optional selection 
of goals. Also, the 
strategic eff ectiveness 
is not attributed 
to “line” servants, 
but just to managerial 
level servants. 
Executive staff  should 
not discover their 
own strategies. 
Th e plans constructed 
“from existed” 
conditions, they are 
provisional 

Strategic eff ectiveness 
of civil servants’ 
activity at the time 
of administrative crisis 
is not sustainable: the 
conditions and goals 
of governance are changing 
rapidly. Th e planning 
becomes problematic 
due to the emergence 
of unpredictable new 
settings 

New Public Governance State / bureaucracy of participation

Participatory 
governance

Elaboration and 
decision-making 
in interaction 
with civil society 
(governance 
as the network 
of communications 
with structures of civil 
society and with 
citizens) 

Network 
of communication 
is hard to formalize 
and to clearly fi nd 
the conditions and 
borders of collective 
decision-making 

In practice, the lobbying 
of private and of some 
peculiar social groups 
is not excluded. How are 
the “pseudo-structures”, 
that are created just 
for material profi ts 
(distribution of public 
funds) eliminated? 
It is especially signifi cant 
at the time of crisis, when 
the tensions between 
diff erent group interests 
are increasing 

State of stratifi ed 
participation 
of diff erent social 
actors, and 
of co-production 

Elaboration 
of decisions 
in interaction with 
diff erent social 
actors (business, 
state established 
organizations, NGOs, 
citizens) 

Conditions and 
borders of collective 
decision-making 
processes are 
overcomplicated 

Manipulation from 
the state, especially 
in transitional and 
developing countries, 
increase if the social 
contract does not exist. 
Also, the set of actors 
at the time of crisis 
is changing perpetually 

State of outsourcing Th e transfer 
of government bodies’ 
responsibilities 
(functions) toward 
external (NGO, 
business, etc.) 
organizations 

Th e criteria, which 
responsibilities 
are needed to be 
transferred, is diffi  cult 
to fi nd. Also, how 
are the bodies’ 
responsibilities 
and people’s rights 
to participate 
combined? 

Potential corruption 
of the transferring 
of responsibilities from 
state to other entities
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Paradigm Basic theoretical 
principles 

Th eoretical 
disadvantages Practical disadvantages 

Co-productive 
bureaucracy (sharing 
responsibilities 
for decision-
making, accepting 
volunteering 
by individuals 
and groups)

Network distribution 
of the responsibilities 
and duties 

Unclear, how 
to formulate 
the networking 
(collective) 
responsibility for 
decisions 

Administrative crisis 
is sharpening the social 
contradictions, and 
it is hard to achieve 
consensus in decision-
making 

It is clear from the list of disadvantages, that practical ones are tightly con-
nected with theoretical disadvantages. To generalize, an administrative crisis 
which is  an aspect of  the global crisis of  governance due to  misbalances of  in-
novative development, sheds the light on the weak aspects of existing adminis-
trative mechanisms. It is impossible to avoid some theoretical disadvantages and 
to just take the “best” practical instruments: every practical implication of the pro-
posed procedures has in reverse, as with a coin, the side of theoretical justifi cation 
(and disadvantage), and vice versa. In other words, it is not possible to just take 
some practically “best” tools, and to dismiss their theoretical attribution, exactly 
as it is impossible to cut off  one side of a coin and just use the other side. 

Th e deep reason for such a conclusion is in recognizing the fact that every 
administrative mechanism has its organizational structure of  implementation, 
period of activation, and consequences of exploring. To use the “best” (practi-
cally) mechanisms of diff erent theoretical paradigm origin, they require diff er-
ent organizational support, and will be not correlative in times of action. 

For example, to understand the civil service as an object (an essence) ac-
cording to  Weberian and neo-Weberian paradigm, and to  apply the standard 
procedures of merit toward the selection, promotion and stimulating of  serv-
ants, a lot of problems appear. Th ey are: to struggle with the instability of pro-
fessional competencies; to accommodate the moral values to innovative social 
relations; and to introduce the initiative into traditional civil servants legalistic 
behavior in the dynamic World. Let’s try to improve, for instance, the Weberian 
tools by the other “best” administrative mechanisms borrowed from NPM and 
from NPG. Usually, they are attempts to add such components (for improving 
the civil service) as eff ectiveness-oriented remuneration (bonuses, or other in-
struments of stimulation) according to services delivery results, increasing the 
transparency of professional activity of civil servants (more information on web 
sites, introduction of feedback procedures from consumers of services, etc.), and 
anticorruption measures (reports, whistleblowing, etc.). Unfortunately, to blend 
all those administrative tools and use them simultaneously would create ten-
sions in the systems of contemporary civil service:
– For any ministry of  fi nance, calculating the limits for funding personnel 

in governmental bodies is much easier if they do not take into account the 
amount of bonuses. To declare the total amount of  funds needed for any 
specifi c governmental body’s personnel bonuses is almost impossible to do: 
everything is changing rapidly. In the present crisis with instability and pri-
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orities shift ing it  looks like it  is the voluntaristic and situationally made 
decisions that are expressing some ranking of  bodies’ signifi cance in  the 
representation of political authorities. Additionally, the bonuses are given 
with a delay, not at the time of the eff ective actions of servants. Finally, bo-
nuses have the tendency to become part of a regular salary.

– Introduce transparency to  civil servants’ professional activity infl uences 
heavily on the relationships among civil servants themselves. From an or-
ganizational standpoint, the system of orders from managers to the execu-
tive staff  will be under pressure: all these orders can be discussed openly 
and evaluated negatively by  the public. Th e unpredictability of  such “ap-
proval leaks” is obvious. As a  result, the hierarchical Weberian organiza-
tional system of a civil service (principal theoretical construction for Weber 
and neo-Weber paradigm) will be damaged. 
To conclude, the state and its bureaucracy cannot be fi xed by some blended 

system of administrative tools and procedures, borrowed as the best ones from 
diff erent administrative paradigms, due to organizational and other reasons that 
refl ect the unstable context of present governance. 

Reasoning on question 3 (to only take the mechanisms that belong exclu-
sively to one basic administrative paradigm)

I would like to divide the reasoning on “best paradigm” selection into two parts. 
Th e fi rst is about historical progress in paradigms. Th ere is belief that every 

country should pass, in its administrative development, the stages from Weberi-
an state to services oriented state, and only aft er that to the state oriented to new 
public governance. Th is belief is based on the assumption that it is not possible 
to wave “at once” the relics of previous systems of state management on the one 
hand, while, on the other hand, a smooth transition is necessary in the direc-
tion of  general globalist unifi cation of  governance systems. Th eoretically, this 
belief is traced to institutionalism and to the theory of public choice (Norgaard, 
Winding, 2006, p. 138, 147). However, every administrative paradigm has a set 
of its own theoretical defi cits and practical disadvantages strongly interconnect-
ed (as shown before) that has become more and more inappropriate at the time 
of administrative crisis. Th erefore, the transition from one set of administrative 
paradigm mechanisms to a set that is attributed to another, the “next” paradigm, 
is not progress at all. One sort of defect is just replaced by another, and the prob-
lems are replaced (or not replaced, but rather multiplied) by other problems and 
are not solved. Th e quality of governance from changing basic administrative 
paradigm tools is not necessarily increased: it looks more like a “chase for some 
theoretical fashion” and the desire to be in line with other countries that have 
already applied the next generation of models and theories of state and bureau-
cracy. Such a chase can be destructive for the country because non-critical think-
ing and the borrowing of new models and social theories is potentially danger-
ous for the existing social reality inside a country.

Every existing basic administrative paradigm itself does not fi t in regards 
to overcoming the contemporary administrative crisis. Actually, for NPM-un-
derstanding of  the state and its functions, the complete regulation of  services 
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is theoretically impossible, but more signifi cant is that idea that imposing strong 
regulations everywhere oppresses flexibility in decision-making. Moreover, 
the  indicators of  services eff ectiveness are not in  a condition to  take into ac-
count the innovative indefi niteness as  they replace outcomes by  outputs and 
by “measurement of processes” and cultivate the preparation of bulky and time-
consuming formalization plans of professional activity. Besides, speaking about 
services, the present administrative crisis is not mainly connected with bad qual-
ity public services. It stems from the rapid, revolutionary changes of social life. 
As a result, good quality but outdated public services can be harmful. Just some 
examples: the social programs of support for workers in an ecologically danger-
ous industry help to fi x this industry existence; for many services, it  is better 
simply to stop it rather than improve them. Also the maxim “the consumer is al-
ways right” is not correct in the times of innovation because a lot of innovations 
are potentially harmful to the environment. To appease consumers in all their 
desires means to intensify the crisis of governance, which is already incapable 
of limiting rampant consumption and the extension of social divergence. 

It is the same with the paradigm of New Public Governance administrative 
mechanisms. Such mechanisms are fl awed because at the present time of mis-
balanced innovative development and administrative crisis it  is not possible 
to delimit the borders of participation. Contradictions among actors of partici-
pation broaden, their interests diverge. Th e lobbying risks of some social groups 
increase and consensus requirements start to be imitated rather than imposed, 
as was clearly visible in the USA election campaign.

Th e conclusion for the idea of  historical progress in  administrative par-
adigms unfortunately is  negative. Th e necessity to  move from instruments 
of a previous paradigm to the instruments of another because of  their “better 
suitability” for contemporary administrative practice is not evident. 

Now I will try to go on to explore the second, “soft er” optional variant of the 
“best paradigm” selection. Instead of the historic progress in administrative para-
digms usage in practice of governance, let’s suppose that for diff erent countries 
the “right governance” looks diff erent (Andrews, 2010). Th e existence of specifi c 
social, economic, and cultural conditions and traditions of regional peculiarities 
produce a certain “predisposition” of the country and its system of governance 
toward some particular administrative paradigm. 

Supposing, such a choice can be used as the basis for the selection of par-
ticular administrative mechanisms of  a paradigm that is  capable of  overcom-
ing an administrative crisis. For example, for those countries with a high level 
of governance culture, with strong ethical norms in their civil servant “commu-
nity”, and with a developed civil society structure, the New Public Governance 
paradigm can be the best choice to orient to. However, technical and social in-
novations can destroy the balance of interests of social groups and create a crisis 
of public participation in governance.

For countries with a strong system of bureaucracy and a tradition of su-
premacy of bureaucracy in social life (imperial tradition), without the mature 
institutes of civil society, the transition toward New Public Governance calls 
for creating just a  havoc of  governance institutes. At the time of  innovative 
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turmoil it  could lead toward the destruction of  administrative mechanisms 
(a pause in decision-making procedures). In this case it is better to orient to the 
Weberian paradigm, and to its contemporary models. In particular, societies 
in a position of post-soviet transition tend to lean towards the models of ethi-
cal meritocracy and the models of public service motivation (and if their elites 
are not reformed, these models tend to  disappear). A characteristic feature 
of the usage of these models is the training of new professional skills through 
the formation of ethical standards, by strengthening anti-corruption control 
and supervision. The public landmark for these countries is  the widespread 
belief that the administrative measures of  meritocratic orientation will lead 
to a new quality of public administration: it will help overcome the incompe-
tence of  civil servants and will contribute to a new tradition of professional 
ethics and motivation towards a public service establishment. However, this 
aspiration recalls chasing a ghost: innovative development devalues existing 
professional competencies, they become outdated. Simultaneously, ethical 
standards and motivational preferences are subject to  the destructive influ-
ence of innovation, lifestyle changes. They are rapidly evolving over the course 
of reforms (Belle, Ongaro, 2014).

Th e countries in  which there is  signifi cant public distrust of  government 
institutions, and of management functions performing, tend to lean towards the 
formation of NMP-state oriented services. Th ey pretend to regulate performance 
processes and to  assess the eff ectiveness of  civil servants on  the basis of  per-
formance. But the regulation of public service functions and process-oriented 
evaluations of  performance are useless and even counter-productive if  public 
services and performances are rapidly changing BD new products are formed 
constantly.

To conclude, selection of the “best paradigm” and its administrative mecha-
nisms as suitable for overcoming administrative crisis is not possible, neither for 
any individual country nor for some groups of countries (developed; develop-
ing; transitional). Th e “optimal solution” does not exists: all three basic adminis-
trative paradigms can mitigate the eff ects of an administrative crisis to a greater 
or lesser extent, depending on the conditions (country, region, cultural features, 
administrative traditions, etc.), but they are not capable of  off ering the tools 
to  provide a  radical elimination of  the crisis “as such”. For African countries, 
it is brilliantly evident (Andrews, 2012). Th e administrative paradigms can pro-
vide the ammunition (tools) to struggle with an administrative crisis triggered 
by  contemporary innovative development misbalances, but cannot create the 
tools to overcome it. 

Th e main defect of  the existing administrative paradigms is  that they are 
always “one step behind the crisis,” i.e., they off er a design and procedures that 
respond to  the crisis but with a delay. Th ey are based on fundamental princi-
ples which, at  the same time, are not the fundamental principles of  the crisis, 
its  causes and its main parameters. Existing (basic) administrative paradigms 
come from other epochs, they rest on the theoretical principles suitable for peri-
ods of stable development with their predictability and certainty. Th e contempo-
rary crisis otherwise looks for these paradigms as the “outside call”, the extraor-
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dinary and temporary circumstances that make governance more complicated 
for just a limited period of time, which will be terminated, hopefully soon.

I argue that the administrative theory of governance at present is not able 
to accommodate the challenges of innovative development. Existing administra-
tive paradigms are inadequate for overcoming the current crisis of governance.

Reasoning on question 4 (to fi nd a new administrative paradigm): Instead 
of conclusion and of discussion

In a  quest for a  new administrative paradigm, we  need to  ask the ques-
tions: “What principles should be appropriate for this paradigm?; Do the roots 
of a new approach exist?” I believe it is possible to point to some research that 
is going beyond the limits of the existing administrative paradigms yet has a lot 
in common. 

Th e main principles of a new hypothetic administrative paradigm should 
refl ect the crisis problems in order to be a “translation” of crisis problems into 
the language of positive actions. Such actions should prevent the development 
of crisis phenomena at their very onset. 

First of all, we need to agree that the role of the state at present has changed 
radically due to innovative development challenges. Th e state used to be recog-
nized as a referee, which establishes the rules of fair game in social life. It was 
a widespread opinion that governance improvement consisted of the enhance-
ment of  the rules by the government itself. Th e misbalances of  innovative de-
velopment and the administrative crisis in its part impose other requirements 
on the state: we need to evaluate the state as a referee, to set rules for a fair evalu-
ation of the referee, to know how eff ectively government is handling the crisis 
and how well it works.

However, such a  strong “recipe”, despite its universal applicability for all 
states, can be  dangerous, because its use will inevitably show a  complete in-
eff ectiveness of  the government systems of  some countries to  work at  a time 
of crisis. Such countries will come into the situation when they will be forced 
to  acknowledge their administrative disabilities. So the fundamental changes 
in the political and administrative elite, in patterns of social behavior and the 
national economy, should be brought in. Th e whole system of governance should 
be replaced. It is not easy to accept such a cure, perhaps almost impossible. But 
it is unclear, which is better to choose: to avoid elaboration and the application 
of a fair, objective evaluation of the government, and to lag behind, to head to-
wards economic and social degradation, to rely on surviving through the condi-
tions of crisis (social cohesion, patience despite the hardships), or start “to take 
the pills”, to waive the traditional governance schemes, to move away from the 
sustainable existence of the elites.
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